Getting the Most from Your Fleet System
WHEN IMPLEMENTING A FLEET SYSTEM, FLEETS COMMONLY FOCUS ON BASIC FEATURES TO MEET
CORE NEEDS, MISSING SUCH VALUABLE TOOLS AS WARRANTY MANAGEMENT, SHOP SCHEDULING,
FLAT-RATE LABOR TIMES, PARTS INVENTORY STOCKING, AND REPORTING.
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Fleet management software is much like the human brain, and we only use a fraction of its potential. The most underutilized
fleet systems tend to be those in which initial software setup, training, and use were designed to meet the operation's basic
business requirements (i.e., just enough effort and resources to get things back to business as usual).
This common scenario occurs when, during a system's implementation, the organization focuses solely on getting the system
up and running to meet core business needs, such as work orders, parts inventory management, and basic reporting. The
system then tends to remain in a remedial state with little emphasis on rolling-out features such as warranty management, shop
scheduling, flat-rate labor times, part kits, part catalogs, inventory stocking levels, accident management, motor pool scheduling
and administration, and management reporting.
Identify Unused Features & Develop Implementation Plans
To get the most from a fleet system, define a list of features in the system that are not fully implemented or are used poorly.
Select two to four features that can be implemented within a 12-month period, establish an implementation plan with timelines
and resources defined, and create an implementation team(s) with the time and resources required for success. Be sure any
one fleet operation area is not overburdened.
Commit to funding implementation services, such as training, to ensure the initiative's success. If uncertain how to plan the next

phase(s) of features to implement, contact the software provider or contract a third-party business advisory firm to develop a
comprehensive strategy. Don't be too proud to ask for assistance.
A complete system implementation can take years and multiple phases of new-feature roll-out, revising work practices and
system use processes. During this time, maintaining progress is imperative:
1. Don't get bogged down on any one initiative.
2. Contract assistance when needed.
3. Make sure the fleet staff is involved with the project.
If implementing a feature becomes too onerous a task, the project will lose momentum and user support.
Valuable System Modules Often Overlooked
Several key modules in fleet systems are often overlooked, undervalued, and under-implemented. However, they are often the
most frequently cited as the justification for investing in a fleet system in the first place. The following are a few commonly
overlooked modules in a fleet system.
1. Cost-of-Service Analysis
Every fleet manager should know the fully-burdened cost for each and every service his or her organization provides. While this
may sound obvious to many fleet managers, as industry consultants, we often see clients who do not have a good
understanding of their costs.
One consequence of poor costing practices relating to fleet system use can be improperly priced work orders. For example, if
the labor rate (as well as other rates and markups) used on work orders does not appropriately include indirect expenses and
overheads, labor costs will necessarily be understated. This inaccuracy impacts a host of fleet management activities, including
replacement planning, lifecycle cost analysis, repair-versus-replace decisions, make/model selection, etc.
Any modern fleet system provides the information required to conduct a comprehensive cost-of-service analysis. To take
advantage of this feature, configure the system properly during implementation to track costs by each discrete service the
organization provides (sometimes referred to as line of business). Examples of services include a fully burdened labor rate,
parts and fuel markups, surcharge for commercial repairs, environmental fees, fleet administration fees, and fleet replacement
rates.
Rates and markups can be entered into the system to accurately price repairs on work orders as well as other services. This
data entry provides accurate repair cost histories and the basis for comparing service costs to benchmarks, peers, and
competitors.
Note that a system of accurate rates and markups within the fleet system is required even if the organization does not bill fleet
users for owning and operating assigned equipment. While a cost charge-back system is a clear industry best management
practice, knowing service costs is an absolute necessity.
2. Parts Inventory Management
One area in which many fleet operations leak money is parts inventory. Some organizations carry excess inventory to meet an
exceedingly high fill-rate on technician parts requests. As a result, the parts rooms are bloated with dead stock (i.e., parts not
used in the previous six months) resulting in a slow annual inventory turn-rate (i.e.,less than three times per year).
This inefficiency can add up to tens of thousands of dollars tied up in unneeded inventory. Conversely, other fleet operations
don't carry the right quantity of parts and/or don't employ effective supply practices, resulting in workflow bottlenecks that slow
production.
A fleet system should offer a management report providing last-used part histories, current stock inventory, and records of part

issues for the previous six- and 12-month periods. This information helps identify potential candidates for return-to-vendor for a
credit and adjustments to the minimum and maximum stocking levels at each warehouse.
Fleet operations should review stocking levels and current inventory twice per year. Fleet managers should also analyze
frequently utilized non-stock parts. These parts may be candidates to become stock inventory and improve fill-rate times without
overstuffing the parts room.
Finally, a fleet system should provide other metrics to gauge supply operations effectiveness. One key metric is parts fill-rates
(the percentage of parts available within a specific amount of time, such as immediately on demand, within one hour, one day,
etc). Another important measure is downtime related to parts unavailability. The idea is to right-size the parts room by reviewing
inventory activity (and lack of activity) to establish optimal inventory composition while minimizing the organization's investment
in parts and improving fill-rate time.
3. Parts Cross-Referencing
Parts cross-referencing is a feature every fleet wants, but many never realize or implement correctly. Although a parts crossreferencing feature takes some time to set up, it is invaluable for identifying supply sources, quickly filling part orders, and
maintaining an active healthy inventory.
The key to setting up a parts cross-reference solution is creating an internal part number to which all vendor part numbers are
linked. For example, SAE-rated 10W-30 oil is part number Oil-10W-30 in the fleet system. Dozens of manufacturers and their
10W-30 oil-equivalent can be linked to part number Oil-10W-30. Moreover, linked part numbers can be listed in a defined
hierarchy and made inactive without affecting the primary part number.
More advanced fleet systems even allow linking Vehicle Maintenance Reporting Standards (VMRS) codes and equipment year,
make, and model to a part number to provide a higher level of accuracy. In some newer systems, users can load spreadsheets
with defined parts references to update and append the cross-reference index.
4. Scheduled Services
Scheduled services, such as preventive maintenance (PM), can be defined in a fleet system and linked to time and use
intervals. Once standard services are established and linked to a vehicle or equipment type, the fleet system can project when
an asset is due for standard service. All fleet systems provide this feature as a core function and its implementation is fairly
straight-forward. However, fleet systems can do much more in this area, including grouping services hierarchically, associating
standard labor times to services, defining part kits, and producing a checklist of services to be completed.
Many systems offer the ability to schedule appointments and standard services in a calendar, similar to Microsoft (MS) Outlook
or Lotus Notes. The fleet system may also be intelligent enough to calculate total available labor hours based on the number of
technicians, existing shop workload, and planned leave. In such a case, a fleet operation can fairly accurately manage its
planned workload.
Scheduling standard services also assists in assessing how much of the fleet operation's workload is planned versus
unplanned; a high rate of unplanned services can mean a poorly structured and executed maintenance program, an aging fleet,
inadequate training, and various other problem areas in need of attention.
5. Downtime Management
Downtime is an often misunderstood concept. It is a measure of time during which the vehicle should be available for use, but is
not due to a repair or service. However, if the vehicle is unavailable during a time in which it was not needed by the assigned
user, service time is not considered downtime. Take, for example, a sedan that must be available to a driver 6 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. The sedan is dropped off for service at 5:45 p.m. on Friday. The work is completed and the driver is
notified by 5 a.m. Monday. The total downtime is 15 minutes. Because the bulk of service time occurred during off hours,
downtime is limited.

Understanding how downtime is measured allows configuring the shift or service hours associated with each fleet vehicle and
equipment piece. Shifts should be defined in a master table screen (e.g., system settings and defaults) and linked to an asset or
group of assets. This step allows the system to accurately calculate downtime based on the vehicle shift, opposed to a 24/7
clock, which counts as downtime the total time from the point the work order was opened until the driver is notified the vehicle is
available.
With this information, services hours, shop shifts, etc., can be set to manage downtime. A good fleet operation will have an
average downtime of less than 5 percent when properly calculated.
6. Ad-Hoc Reports
Regardless of how good a fleet system's standard reports are, ultimately, an ad-hoc reporting software package will be needed.
Custom reports address budget projections, customer information requests, "what-if" scenarios, cost reduction and control
measures, performance and benchmark rankings, and other unique management information requirements. Ad-hoc reporting is
a powerful and flexible solution for mining data to address these needs without the time and cost of hiring a developer.
Virtually every modern fleet management system utilizes an open database connectivity (ODBC)-compliant database — a
standard method connecting to the database and reading data contained within. This feature, in combination with an ad hoc
report writer (e.g., Crystal Reports, MS Data Analyzer, or SPSS), allows users to create customized management reports,
export data to MS Excel and other formats for further analysis, and even publish saved reports to an Intranet Web site.
MS Windows users can create an ODBC connection by going to Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Data Sources (ODBC).
Once a connection is created, an ad-hoc report writer (cost: $250-$400 per license) can be installed to begin creating reports.
Although report writer applications are fairly intuitive, taking a class to learn how to develop reports is well worth the expense.
Moreover, some fleet software companies even offer ad-hoc report writing training at annual and regional conferences.
Training & Networking Helpful Tools for System Deployment
Ongoing training is one of the easiest and most cost-effective ways to fully utilize a fleet system. Knowledgeable system users
are more proficient in its use, generally are more efficient at tasks, and make better decisions due to the information available to
them. A good fleet operation should allocate approximately 8-16 hours of system training annually for every staff member; new
employees should receive 16-24 hours of training. Power users may require up to 40 hours of training with a focus on broader aspects of fleet management.
A small training budget (e.g., $3,500 plus expenses) can fund a contracted trainer for a few days annually, during which the
trainer can focus on identified key system areas. This training is particularly useful when implementing a new system module or
feature. A seasoned trainer provides visual instruction system set-up and use and fields questions from users about specific
features or concepts. Basic training on standard activities, such as creating work orders or running reports, can be provided
effectively by a power user.
Additionally, it is a good practice to communicate and network with industry peers who deploy the same fleet system.
Frequently, a peer has already implemented a feature a fleet manager is interested in using, has addressed system issues, and
can provide guidance on potential pitfalls. Collaboration is very powerful and can assist in navigating the waters of rolling out
new features.
Performance Measures & Dashboards
Just as all fleet organizations should understand their costs, they should also understand their performance levels. Fleet
systems provide the data and functionality to facilitate this important activity. Key performance measures to track include fleet
availability, rate of repeat repairs, service turnaround time, PM compliance rate, and scheduled service rate, among others.
Many fleet systems include trackable functions and display performance graphically on dashboards. This functionality provides
fleet managers and their supervisors and customers a quick and intuitive way to gauge organizational performance.

Effective Systems Require Set-Up & Ongoing Care
Fleet management systems are powerful tools that can make managing a fleet much easier than in the past, but they do require
some set-up and ongoing care. To get the most from a fleet system, continue implementing system features, invest in training,
reengineer processes to leverage system features, and benchmark performance — even after initial implementation. Keep
investing in a fleet system and it will furnish information to streamline operations and capture greater cost efficiencies.
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